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Lest We Forget —
“The USSVI Submariner’s Creed”
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who
gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds,
and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of
America and its Constitution.
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News Brief
1. Next Meeting: At 1100, third Saturday of each month at the Knollwood
Sportsman’s Club, Rondout, IL Mark your calendars for these upcoming dates:
a. NOVEMBER 18
b. DECEMBER 16
c. JANUARY 20, 2018
2. Duty Cook Roster:
a. NOVEMBER – FRANK W ALTER
b. DECEMBER – MAURICE YOUNG
c. JANUARY – EIGHTH ANNUAL CHILI DUMP

3. November Birthdays: Gary Walters 7th; Len Wass 10th; William Stannard 15th;
Pete Almeroth 18th; Thomas Steinman 21st; David Fitzgerald 23rd. Happy
Birthday, Shipmates!
4. Legacy pavers for our memorial are on sale now. Target is to sell 100 pavers by
Veteran’s Day. Have you done your part? Get ‘em while they’re hot. See the
order form on our Website.
5. Make Some Noise – At each meeting, we rattle a can and pass it around to collect
your loose change and larger donations. As a group, we want to buy pavers for
two of our founders, Harry Alvey and Charlie Wedel. Please chip-in.
6. Get ahead of the curve by sending your dues check to Tom Polzin; see page 9 for
his address. Additional donations graciously accepted.

Crash Dive Meeting Minutes
October 21, 2017
1) Attendees:
a) Chris Gaines
b) Clay Hill
c) Maurice Young
d) Frank Voznak, Jr.
e) Ed Dowling
f) Frank Walter
g) Larry Warnke
2) Meeting was called to order by Clay
Hill at 1110 followed by the Pledge of
Allegiance, invocation, and a round
of introductions.
3) Secretary’s Report was given by Chris
Gaines. Minutes are published in the
newsletter that is posted on the
Website. Ed Dowling moved to
accept; Larry Warnke seconded; vote
was unanimous.
4) Treasurer’s Report given by Chris
Gaines. Savings $1,173.69; Checking
$3,878.44; Sub Memorial Checking
$82,452.61, Savings $5.00 and held
by national $79,117.43. Ed Dowling
moved to accept; Frank Walter
seconded; vote was unanimous.
5) Committee Reports
a) Newsletter – Posted on Webpage.
b) Membership – Send dues to Tom
Polzin.
c) Charitable Service – no news.
d) Community Outreach – Keeping
Cobia healthy.
e) Hospitality - no news.
f) Webmaster – Renewed Website
registrations for .com and .org.
g) Storekeeper – no news.
h) Procedures – no news.
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i) Eagle Scout – no news.
j) Memorial – no news.
6) Old (Unfinished) Business
a) Election: Chris Gaines agreed to
serve one more term as secretary
if elected. Address vicecommander next month.
7) New Business
a) National office renewed the
organization’s blanket liability
insurance policy. Each base with
more than 20 members is
required to pay $25 for 2017 and
annually thereafter.
8) Good of the Order item:
a) Duty Cook
i) October – Thanks to Chris
Gaines for a terrific bean
casserole and cornbread
lunch.
ii) November –Frank Walter.
iii) December – Maurice Young.
iv) January – Chili Dump
b) Frank Voznak suggested looking
around the local area for a
parade in which we could
participate. We agreed to
explore the idea.
9) Adjourn. Ed Dowling moved to
adjourn; Frank Voznak seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 12:25 PM.

Lost Boats
USS ALBACORE (SS 218) 11/7/44
USS GROWLER (SS 215) 11/8/44
USS SCAMP

(SS 277) 11/16/44

USS CORVINA

(SS 226) 11/16/43

USS SCULPIN

(SS 191) 11/19/43

Crash Dive Base
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Chicago WWII
Submarine Memorial
Fundraising

2018-2019 SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM
Submitted by: Ray Wewers

"The 2018-2019 Academic Year
Scholarship application package has
been posted on the USSVI.org Website
and may be downloaded. The
Scholarship page is found by ng the
Charitable Fund section, then
Scholarship Tab, Then Application Tab all located on the left side of the home
page of USSVI.ORG.
The three documents located in the
Scholarship Application page must be
downloaded. Interested sponsors and
applicants are encouraged to read
through the instruction and procedure
document followed by the application
form and then the guidance pages to
ensure they understand the process and
the due dates for the submissions and
supporting documentation.
Robert E. Frick, RDML USN (Ret), SS
Holland
Chairman USSVI Scholarship Program

Navy Considering MidBlock Virginia-Class
Upgrades, SSGN
Construction in Late 2030s
Legacy Pavers are available for ordering.
Honor your service, your boat, a
family member’s service, your VFW post,
your company.
See www.crashdivebase.com for
information and an order form.
Special location for corporate donations of
$5,000 and up.
.
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Megan Eckstein, USNI News, November 2

The Navy has developed a Tactical
Submarine Evolution Plan that looks at
rapidly inserting capability upgrades into
the Virginia-class attack submarine midcontract and considers long-term
undersea warfare priorities such as
converting the Columbia-class ballistic
missile submarine (SSBN) production
line into a guided-missile submarine
(SSGN) line in the late 2030s.
Crash Dive Base
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The Navy’s Undersea Warfare
Directorate (OPNAV N97) started the
plan under previous director Vice Adm.
Bill Merz, who now serves as the deputy
chief of naval operations for warfare
systems (OPNAV N9), and has been
continued under current acting director
Brian Howes.
Howes, speaking Thursday at the Naval
Submarine League’s annual
symposium, said the next iteration of the
Virginia-class submarine program, Block
V, begins in Fiscal Year 2019, but
currently if a new capability were
developed after the design is complete,
it would have to wait to be fielded in the
next Block VI in FY 2023.
“We need to have the opportunity to
have mid-block insertions into our
platforms,” he said.
Much like the Submarine Warfare
Federated Tactical Systems that inserts
combat upgrades into submarines every
other year, Howes said the Tactical
Submarine Evolution Plan (TSEP) would
create “a ready menu of mature and
maturing technology that we will insert
when ready.”
Though headed by OPNAV N97, the
Program Executive Office for
Submarines and the Virginia class
program office are involved and
wholeheartedly onboard.
“There’s a continuous conveyor belt
running, and developers who have an
idea get on that conveyor belt, and if
they can develop it and achieve the
requisite reliability and producibility by
the time that conveyor belt comes
around for production then they can get
into the next version … that’s going to
be fielded. If they miss that one, then
the conveyor belt goes back around
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again and they get another shot at it in
two years,” PEO Subs Rear Adm.
Michael Jabaley said at the conference
of SWFTS and the Acoustics Rapid
Commercial-off-the-shelf Insertion
(ARCI) program that does the same
thing on the computer processor side.
“So we want to try to implement that into
shipbuilding. The time sequence is
different of course – we’re somewhat
constrained by five-year multiyear
procurement contracts, and we have
previously tried to hold to a tech
baseline letter at the beginning of the
block that says the most efficient way to
build 10 ships, all per this plan. One of
the things that the TSEP looks at is,
under the [chief of naval operations]’s
theme of getting faster, waiting five
years to insert the next technological
development may not be the best thing
for us to do. So we’re willing to take risk,
we’re willing to look at breakthrough
technologies that come, and if it makes
sense to insert them mid-block then
we’re willing.”
This concept somewhat blurs the lines
of future Blocks VI and VII and the
eventual move to the SSN(X) attack sub
program. The Virginia class has been
upgraded in each block to improve
manufacturing, reduce lifecycle costs,
and add a mid-body Virginia Payload
Module with additional missile tubes.
Though two more iterations of upgrades
are planned, the submarine community
is finding they’re running out of space to
add more capability.
“We are running out of design margin in
this great platform, and there are some
fleet needs which this platform cannot
do. So as a result, under Adm. Merz’s
leadership, we’ve started the discussion
of how we’re going to leverage our block
improvement conveyor belt to wring out
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as much as we can for future blocks of
Virginia, while setting us up for success
after Virginia,” Howes said. TSEP would
identify “capabilities that we are going to
demand our shipbuilders inject into this
platform, and if it can’t be injected into
this platform we’re going to design it into
[SSN(X)].”
Jabaley said the Virginia program had
already had its acquisition program
baseline extended from 30 boats to the
current 48, which the program is
scheduled to reach in FY 2033 – but will
likely hit even sooner, as the Navy looks
at speeding up Virginia-class submarine
construction.
“Then we’ll make the decision, do we
extend the APB again or will it be time to
move on to a future submarine design?”
Jabaley said. Though old assumptions
point to moving to SSN(X) in FY 2034,
as TSEP inserts more capability
upgrades into the subs at a faster pace,
“if technology, threat, environment,
budget all conspire to say it makes more
sense to start it earlier, start it later, then
that’s what we’ll do.”
Howes told USNI News that “there is a
need for a dedicated funding line to
support this conveyor belt, and we are in
discussions inside the Navy and with
[the Office of the Secretary of Defense]
as to what that would look like. Ideally,
first we’d get those resources from
within, through cost-savings. One way
or another we’re going to start this up –
the design effort, the technology
development, it gets faster with
resources; there is a need for resources
and we are having those discussions
today as part of our [FY 2019 budget]
deliberations.”
The TSEP doesn’t just look at adding
the capability to the Virginia-class subs
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and its successor SSN(X). It also looks
at the SSGN concept: the fleet’s four
SSGNs are set to decommission by
2028, and while the Virginia Payload
Module and its extra missile tubes are
meant to mitigate the loss, they don’t
make up for the full strike capability –
nor the special operations forces
support – the fleet will lose at the end of
the SSGNs’ life.
To address that firepower gap, the
TSEP looks at the possibility of using
the Columbia-class SSBN design and
production line to flow into an SSGN
production line in the mid-2030s.
General Dynamics’ Electric Boat and
Huntington Ingalls’ Newport News
Shipbuilding will build a dozen SSBNs –
one in 2021, one in 2024, and then one
a year in 2026 through 2035 – and talks
are underway about keeping that
production line warm by building more
guided-missile subs.
“There is value in keeping two product
lines going,” Howes said of the large
SSBNs and SSGNs and the smaller
SSN and SSN(X) attack subs.
“You never want to start up and shut
down product lines, so the big-volume
ship is one we’re interested in exploring
after we complete our buy of Columbia.
Conceptually, there is a value in
recapitalizing our SSGN ship that is a
different mission task, and then if you
keep the line warm eventually we’ll have
to recapitalize the SSBN line. So then
you don’t have to start from scratch,
which is what [Electric Boat] and
Huntington Ingalls are having to do right
now with Columbia because the last
Ohio [class SSBN] came out in 1998.”
On top of the TSEP concept, the Navy
has also worked on an Alternate Futures
Study, Naval Reactors director Adm.
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Frank Caldwell said Nov. 1 at the
conference. The submarine community
has worked with the Naval War College
to look at future demands on the force,
where it might be asked to operate,
doing what missions, against which
adversaries and with which allies, and
more.
“We will use the Alternate Futures Study
to inform our decision regarding future
capabilities and operational
requirements, not only for the next
platform but for other investments in the
undersea domain,” Caldwell said, noting
the study doesn’t point to a single future
but rather a range of 2040 potential
futures for which the force can plan.

Exchange Online
Submitted by: Scott Jaklin

For the few people who haven't heard.
The Navy/Army/Air Force/Coast Guard
Exchanges are opening their internet
stores to all honorably discharged
veterans on Nov 11, 2017. You have to
register at Vetverify.com to be authorized
to sign into their system.

Navy Stands Up First
Underwater Drone
Squadron
Geoff Ziezulewicz, Navy Times, October 11

The Navy has in recent years
expanded its use of unmanned,
underwater vehicles, colloquially
known as drones.
And now, the sea service has
taken its next step in embracing the
rapidly growing technology with the
standing up of its first underwater
drone squadron.
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Unmanned Undersea Vehicle
Squadron 1, or UUVRON 1, was
formally established Sept. 26 during
a ceremony at the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center in Washington state.
“Standing up UUVRON 1 shows
our Navy’s commitment to the future
of unmanned systems and undersea
combat,” Capt. Robert Gaucher,
recently departed head of Submarine
Development Squadron 5, said in a
statement.
The squadron’s mission will be
to sustain undersea advantages and
extend the reach of the military.
When launched from surface
ships or submarines, the vehicles can
perform mine clearance, ocean floor
mapping or reconnaissance, among
other missions.
“In addition to providing a
rapid, potentially lower cost solution
to a variety of mission sets, UUVs
can mitigate operations that pose
increased risk to manned platforms,”
Submarine Force Pacific spokesman
Cmdr. Corey Barker said in an
email.
Things are still in the early
stages, but the new squadron will
eventually operate and maintain all
classes of fleet underwater drones,
from micro to extra-large vehicles,
squadron executive officer Lt. Cmdr.
Steve Boatwright said in a
statement.
In addition to overseeing
currently existing underwater
drones, the squadron will test future
vehicles.
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Is It Time for the U.S.
Navy to Start Building
Non-Nuclear Stealth
Submarines?
Zachary Keck, National Interest, October 29

If Congress and the Trump
administration read a recent article in
the Wall Street Journal about Russia’s
diesel-electric submarines, they might
be thinking America needs to seriously
consider acquiring its own conventional
submarines.
The blockbuster article by Julian E.
Barnes documents a three-month catand-mouse game between a Russian
diesel-electric submarine and the NATO
countries trying to track it. As Barnes
writes, “The Krasnodar, a Russian
attack submarine, left the coast of Libya
in late May, headed east across the
Mediterranean, then slipped undersea,
quiet as a mouse. Then, it fired a volley
of cruise missiles into Syria.”

tracking the Russian submarine all the
more important because, as one U.S.
official explained, “One small submarine
has the ability to threaten a large capital
asset like an aircraft carrier.”
Barnes goes on to detail some of the
various ways the United States and its
allies attempt to track submarines like
the Krasnodar, as well as some of the
evasion tactics the sub used to thwart
them. It’s unclear from the article exactly
how well the Western naval forces fared
in keeping tabs on the Russian sub. A
U.S. naval officer does claim that the
submarine’s second missile salvo into
Syria was monitored by a French frigate
and U.S. Navy aerial surveillance. But, if
NATO struggled to track the Russian
sub, it’s almost certain countries like
China or Russia wouldn’t be able to
track a similar U.S. submarine.

Barnes shows how the NATO alliance
went to great lengths to track the vessel
throughout its entire journey. This began
with the Dutch following it while it was in
the North Sea, before a British ship took
over when it approached the English
Channel. Once the submarine reached
Gibraltar, an American cruiser assisted
by P-8 Poseidon aircraft followed the
vessel into the Mediterranean.

What is clear from the article is that the
United States and its allies devoted
extensive resources trying to track the
Krasnodar. If they were able to do so, it
was only with great difficult. This is
important because the United States
boasts the best antisubmarine-warfare
capabilities in the world, and it has
numerous allies and forward bases that
were integral in tracking the Krasnodar.
Thus, even if America and NATO were
able to track the submarine fairly well,
countries like China and Russia still
might not be able to track a similar
Western submarine.

Moscow had said the submarine was
headed to Libya to conduct drills. Before
it got there, however, the vessel
submerged into water and began firing
cruise missiles into Syria in late May.
Complicating matters, a U.S. carrier
strike group was headed into the same
area in early June to participate in antiISIS operations in Syria. This made

It’s worth noting that the Krasnodar isn’t
an especially advanced diesel-electric
submarine. As I noted when the
submarine was first launched back in
2015, the Krasnodar is a Project 636.3
Varshavyanka-class diesel-electric
submarine. Although Russia claims
these are the quietest submarines in the
world, the Project 636.3 boats are really
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just upgraded versions of the Kilo-class
submarines. They are also fairly cheap.
In 2009, Russia signed a deal to provide
Vietnam with six Project 636.3
submarines for only $2 billion (and that
price included the training of
Vietnamese crews and supplying spare
parts). By contrast, America pays some
$2.7 billion for a single nuclear-attack
submarine. Even the largest and
arguably most capable conventional
submarine, Japan’s Soryu, only costs a
little over half a million dollars a piece.
Thus, America could procure anywhere
from five to seven diesel-electric
submarines for the cost of a single
nuclear-powered attack submarine.
All this suggests that, especially as
America tries to build up a 355-ship
navy, it needs to consider acquiring
conventionally powered attack
submarines to complement its nuclearpowered ones. This would be no small
change. The U.S. Navy commissioned
its last diesel-electric submarine in the
1950s, and it hasn’t operated one since
1990. Still, the idea of building dieselelectric submarines has gained some
steam in recent years. Earlier this year,
in a congressionally mandated report on
how the Navy should look in 2030, the
MITRE Corporation called for fielding
conventional subs.
Naturally, U.S. Navy officials pushed
back against this proposal, claiming that
conventional submarines had serious
geographical, logistical and capability
shortcomings. But, as the man formerly
known as the Naval Diplomat
persuasively argued, none of these
challenges are prohibitive. First, James
Holmes noted that geography was only
an issue if the submarines were
stationed in the United States. If,
instead, America forward deployed them
in a place like Japan, they were actually
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quite advantageous relative to U.S.based nuclear subs. Similarly, Holmes
pointed out that any logistical problems
with conventionally powered submarines
could be overcome through some
innovations involving Japanese islands.
This would not only benefit the dieselelectric subs, but also better empower
other naval ships.
With regard to capability, the more
advanced diesel-electric subs are not
excessively vulnerable. As Holmes
pointed out, Japan’s Soryus only have
to surface every two weeks. And, while
they wouldn’t have the same endurance
of nuclear-powered subs, the fact is
America could buy at least five Soryus
for each Virginia-class nuclear attack
submarine. Even if each conventional
sub isn’t as capable as its nuclear
counterpart, there is strength in
numbers, especially when the numbers
are overwhelmingly lopsided.
To be sure, there are certain missions
on the high seas where nuclear
submarines’ greater endurance and
deep-dive capabilities are
indispensable. On the other hand, in
shallow waters and closed sea areas
like the Persian Gulf or the South China
Sea, air-independent propulsion (AIP)
submarines might be preferable. This
again suggests that Congress and the
Trump administration should at least
seriously consider busting the nuclearsubmarine monopoly.

Make Some Noise
Crash Dive seeks to recognize Harry Alvey
and Charlie Wedel with pavers at our
memorial. Ed Dowling dutifully rattles a tin
can at each meeting. The noise inspires
those present to donate their coins, and
folding currency, to this worthwhile
undertaking. Kindly do your part.
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'We're Fed Up Of Nuclear
Submarines Rotting In
Rosyth' Blasts MP
Staff, Dunfermline Press, October 30

Dunfermline and West Fife MP Douglas Chapman
has called on the MoD to speed up a programme to
dismantle seven nuclear submarines in Rosyth.
While welcoming a report from the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) which showed
radioactivity doses in Scotland were well within international
limits, Mr Chapman said work to rid Rosyth of the vessels
was “excruciatingly slow”.
“It’s encouraging that SEPA’s latest report shows
radioactivity doses are well within limits,” said Mr
Chapman.
“However, Rosyth should not be a sanctuary for
toxic submarines and this is something I have raised in
Parliament as constituents are fed-up with the subs rotting
in their own back yard.
“Yes, they are to be dismantled and removed, but
the timescale is excruciatingly slow.
“I’m encouraging SEPA to progress its work with
the MoD to manage the area effectively and help rid Rosyth
of the subs so that the space in the dockyard basin can be
used for more economically-productive uses.”
A total of seven submarines are due to be
dismantled at Rosyth and work began on the first,
Swiftsure, in December last year.

Once this is completed, best practices developed will
be used to refine the disposal process as the programme is
progressed.
An MoD spokesperson said work was well under
way after initial dismantling began last year as planned. He
said all the decommissioned submarines were subject to
regular maintenance and checks by the MoD and regulators
and pose no additional risks to workers or members of the
public.
“Our priority is to ensure that submarine
dismantling is undertaken in a safe, secure, cost-effective
and environmentally-sound manner,” added the
spokesperson.
The current estimation is that one submarine is
likely to be dismantled every 18 months.
Dr Paul Dale, radioactive substances unit manager
at SEPA, said their report demonstrated that Scotland’s
public was protected adequately against sources of
radioactivity which could impact on our food and the wider
natural environment.
He added: “The report represents a collaborative
effort by all agencies to carry out rigorous annual
monitoring, to ensure dose levels are well within
international limits and the 2016 report confirms that this
remains the case.”

Crash Dive Base Contact Information
Commander – Clayton Hill, 195 Clover Lane, Cedarburg, WI 53012; 262-377-5332 (work number) or
bisi@ameritech.net
Vice-Commander – Greg Miller, 964 Fischer Drive, Addison, IL; (630)543-7855 or
fourkats4me@yahoo.com
Secretary (POC) – Chris Gaines, 513 West Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-892-5718 or
ccgaines@mindspring.com
Treasurer – Glenn C. Barts, Sr., 2000 Jamestown Drive, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-934-7418;
gcbarts@msn.com
COB – Larry Warnke, l_warnke@msn.com
Chaplain – Cris Pascual; crispasses@aol.com; 285 Southridge, Gurnee, IL 60031; 847-855-0772
Membership – Tom Polzin, 1305 Winslow Circle, Woodstock, IL 60098; 847-867-8668;
tapolzin@aol.com
Storekeeper – Herman Mueller, 503 Lynn Terrace, Waukegan, IL 60085; 847-445-5034;
hermanandlorimueller@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor – Chris Gaines
Base Historian – Frank Voznak, Jr. 9 South 255 Madison, Burr Ridge, IL. 60527; 630 986-0175
franklin2@comcast.net
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Regular  Life  Associate 

OUR CREED:
“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater
accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America & its Constitution.”
With my signature below I affirm that I subscribe to the Creed of the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., and agree to abide by the Constitution, all Bylaws, Regulations and
Procedures governing the U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc., so long as they do not conflict with my military or civil obligations. I will furnish proof of my eligibility for Regular
membership, including my discharge under honorable conditions, and proof of my U.S. Navy (SS) Designation, if required by the Base or the national Membership Chairman. If I am not
discharged, the discharge requirement is waived. If I am not U.S. N. submarine qualified, I am applying as an Associate and my sponsor is indicated below.

□

I certify that I was designated qualified in USN Submarines aboard ______________________ in _________ (Yr)

□

I certify that I received a discharge under Honorable Conditions (if not currently in military service) in _______ (Yr)

(Honorary designations regardless of source do not apply under any circumstances.)

Name: (Print /Type)___________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
City: _________________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______-______

Tel: (______) ______-__________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Date:

Your E-Mail Address ________________________________
st

______/______/________

Base/Chapter Desired: ___________________

st

The Member Dues year runs from Jan 1 thru Dec 31 . Please indicate your term preference: ______________________
Nat’l Dues: 5 Yr term: $115.00; 3 Yr term: $70.00; 1 yr term (Jan thru Sep) $25.00; (Oct thru Dec adds the next yr): $30.00;
Nat’l Life: 76+ yrs = $100.00; 66 thru 75 yrs = $200; 56 thru 65 yrs = $300.00; 46 thru 55 = $400.00; Thru 45 yrs = $ 500.00;
Local Base/chapter dues are separate and additional. Crash Dive Base dues are $15 annually.
How did you find USSVI?

□

Friend,

□

Boat Assn, □ Local Event/News,

□

Internet,

□

Other (________________)

YOUR U.S. NAVY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Date Of Birth (MM/DD/YY) ____/____/____

If other military service, What Branch? __________

Highest Rate & Rank Attained: _____________ Mil Retired (Y/N): _____ On Active Duty? (Y/N): ____
YR entered Mil Service: ______ YR left Mil Service _____ (Active/Inactive reserve time also counts.)

□

Check here if your Military Service falls within these time periods: Dec 7, 1941, thru Dec 31, 1946;
June 27, 1950, thru Jan 31, 1955; Aug 5, 1964, thru May 7,1975; and Aug 2, 1990 to date.

□ Check here if you have been awarded an Expeditionary Medal
Submarines and ships served aboard as ship’s company (Use back if you need more space.)
1.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

2.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

3.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

4.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

5.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

Next of Kin:

Name: ________________________________ Relationship: ________ (Spouse, Partner, Son, Dau, Parent, Other)

Addr:________________________ City: ___________________

State: ___

Zip: _________ Tel: _______________________

(Leave this address line blank if the same as your home address)

Upon completion, give this form, including your National and Base membership DUES to the appropriate base officer, or mail to:
Crash Dive Membership Chairman Tom Polzin, 12463 Foxtail Ln, Huntley, IL 60142; Cell 847/867-8668 Fax 847/669-2444
January 16, 2016
Rev. H

